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MID-YEAR 2022... 

Things are on the change again. Lots of new brands are coming back into New 
Zealand but supply is still an issue, with increased timelines for a lot of our orders. 
But, there are also some exciting new products arriving that have been getting 
rave reviews overseas. So it’s one step back... two steps forward.
At Rapallo New Zealand, we take great pride in seeking out amazing brands and 
products from around the world. We present to you a collection of beautifully 
designed products that are made with outstanding quality, products that are 
harmonious with New Zealand homes and our unique Kiwi lifestyle.
We hope you enjoy this collection and look forward to welcoming you into our 
store. If you have any queries at all please contact the team on 09 274 4515  
or sales@rapalloav.co.nz

Deano / Bensan / Tokorua / Simon.
www.rapalloav.co.nz
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meet our team
DEANO
General Manager & Product Specialist 

With a huge passion for HiFi, there is not a lot that Deano doesn’t 
know about HiFi or AV design. Deano runs the Rapallo operation 
and he is also an expert product specialist. He strives to deliver 
solutions that meet our client’s budgets and expectations, and 
usually ends up with the customer as a friend.

Outside of work Deano can be found listening to his extensive 
(read HUGE!!) music library in his HiFi room.

Contact Deano on +6492744515 or deano@rapalloav.co.nz.

TOKORUA 
Commercial & Residential Sales

Tokorua has joined Rapallo to manage and grow the 
commercial business @ Rapallo. We already have a list of 
established commercial partners in the commercial and 
residential spaces, but it is growing so it requires a dedicated 
resource. Tokorua comes from a commercial sales background 
with experience in corporate sales in the Asia Pacific area. A 
great addition to our expanding team.

Contact Tokorua on +6492744515 or tokorua@rapalloav.co.nz.

SIMON
Marketing / Managing Director / Installations

The owner @ Rapallo, it is his mission to deliver innovative AV 
solutions to our B2B and B2C customers using our extensive 
product range. He also project manages projects and is busy 
with the marketing of the business. 

Outside of work Simon is a Director of Rally New Zealand and 
manages the New Zealand Rally Championships... yes he’s a 
petrol-head. He’s also known to like a bit of fishing when not 
at work.

BENSAN 
Sales & Product Specialist

Bensan joined us in 2020 and is now part of the Rapallo family.  
He was captivated with music when he first heard his dad’s 
cassette stereo system. In the past 5 years, he has 
experimented with various products, speaker placements, and 
room acoustics whilst building his own system.

Contact Bensan on +6492744515 or bensan@rapalloav.co.nz.
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Our focus is on delivering the 
best product and the best 

service. We ensure we take the 
time to understand your 

requirements, which creates a 
successful project. 

01 
PROJECT MEETING 
The initial meeting to understand your 
plans, budget and requirements. This 
step is vital, as much like when you 
design a house, you need a great design 
and a great set of plans. It also sets the 
scope for the project.

02 
PLAN / REQUIREMENTS 
If the project requires it, we produce an 
AV / HiFi requirements plan which 
provides a full budget breakdown. We will 
then walk you through our proposal, so 
you have a full understanding of the 
project and what is being delivered.

03 
TIMELINES 
A set of agreed timelines are produced 
for the project so all parties are aware of 
the requirements for items such as 
pre-wiring before the GIB is attached to 
the walls, speaker install or the final 
commissioning of the system.

04 
APPROVAL / START 
On approval, the hard work begins with 
either pre-wiring and other work before 
walls are gibbed, or it could be the 
complete install. We work with existing 
on-site trades to the project timelines and 
will have completed our part of the 
project when and where required. 

05 
PIM TESTING / REWORK 
Post implementation testing and approval 
by the Rapallo AV team. We won’t be 
happy until all the last pieces are tidied 
up, the wiring looks great and the install is 
working as expected. We also refer back 
to the agreed project specifications to 
ensure it is setup as agreed. 

06 
HANDOVER & TRAINING 
The handover, where we will show you 
through the install, explain how it works 
and if required, produce a user manual 
specific for your install. We cover off all 
the components, explain how it all fits 
together and ensure you know how to 
use it (we find this is kinda vital).

07 
FOLLOW-UP 
After a few weeks we will check in with 
you to ensure all the products are 
working as expected, to see if you have 
any questions or perhaps you might need 
a run through of a specific element.

08 
RAPALLO AFTER-CARE 
We now move you to Rapallo After-Care, 
where we are then on-call should you 
have any questions or issues. A quick call 
to the team and we will help you with 
anything you need or be onsite.

working with you
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AUDIO & VISUAL 
DESIGN 
CREATING SOUND & SIGHT 
EXPERIENCES
Much like building a house, a 
full audio or visual experience 
must start with a design 
based on the room or the 
environment. This is then 
matched to the clients 
requirements. A total 360’ 
solution from design to play.

EXPERIENCE THE 
SOLUTION 
DESIGNED WITH CONFIDENCE
Most larger projects we bring 
you (or your client) in-house to 
experience either the entire 
solution, or parts of it, before 
committing to the project. This 
allows for a complete 
understanding before the 
install and the confidence that 
the final result will be as 
expected.

UNBIASED ADVICE 
AND SUPPORT 
REMOVE THE UNKNOWNS
Rapallo allows you to optimise 
the audio or visual 
implementation at the design 
phase, to achieve maximum 
impact and minimum fuss at 
the installation phase. Then 
you can sit back and enjoy the 
sound and vision once it is all 
commissioned.

EASILY SCALE,  
ADJUST & ADAPT 
MAXIMISE FUTURE FLEXIBILITY
All our solutions are designed 
to be able to be easily 
reconfigured or added to 
when and where required with 
minimal fuss. Our team 
ensures that your project is 
future-proofed.

Indoor wireless speakers Music Streaming 4k Projectors

Projector screens Subwoofers Multi-room Sound

sound & vision 
possibilities
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audiovisual 
collections
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Consider a projector when upgrading or renovating 
your lounge space or are at the start of a new-build.

projectors for home or business, 
sport, movies and conferencing

Whether it’s a blockbuster movie  
or the latest sports event, bring 
the immersive visual excitement 
right into your home. 
Projectors are fantastic in 
dedicated theatre rooms or any 
room where you can gather with 
family and friends to watch all of 
your favourite content.
Prepare to be amazed by the 4k  
or HDR projectors in our range.

THREE ITEMS TO CONSIDER 
WHEN PURCHASING  
A PROJECTOR FOR YOUR 
HOME / BUSINESS
1 - ENSURE THE THROW DISTANCE  
IS CORRECT
Match the projector to the screen.  
To do this, you need to know the “throw” 
distance for the projector, this will enable 
you maximise the projector screen and 
the image.

2 - AMBIENT LIGHTING CONDITIONS
How bright is the room? Is it a dedicated 
Home Theatre (HT) room or do you have 
windows and light to consider. This will 
dictate the projectors “brightness”, select 
the wrong one and it wont deliver the 
sharp clean image you require.

3 - IS YOUR CONTENT 4K OR 1080P
More and more content is now in 4k, so 
you need to consider the content you will 
be viewing, and then select the projector  
that matches it.

BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
EPSON, JVC. OPTOMA, 

PANASONIC, SAMSUNG, SONY

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
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LUXMAN - A listening 
experience like none other.

hifi audio for the ultimate  
sound stage

BRING YOUR FAVOURITE 
ARTISTS TO YOUR PLACE
Experience the sounds of your favourite 
artists in HiFi sound with Rapallo’s 
extensive range of amplifiers, power 
amps, DAC’s and speakers.

Choosing the right products for your 
specific needs asks for some 
consideration. Our world leading products 
combined with our extensive product 
knowledge all leads to great sound in your 
listening space.

 BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
ARCAM, ARCO, AUDIOENGINE, AUTONOMIC, 

AXIUM, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CHORD, 
CLASSE, CYRUS AUDIO, DEFINITIVE 

TECHNOLOGY, DENON, DENSEN, DEVIALET, 
EARTHQUAKE, ELAC, HEGEL, GIGAWATT, 

HANA, INNOUS, INTEGRA, 
JEFF ROWLANDS, KLIPSCH, LUXMAN, 
MARANTZ, MARTINLOGAN, NUFORCE, 

ONKYO, PANASONIC, PARADIGM, PATHOS, 
PERREAUX, PIONEER, POLK AUDIO, 

PRIMALUNA, PS AUDIO, 
Q ACOUSTICS, REGA, ROON, ROTEL, 

RUSSOUND, SVS, TECHNICS, TOPPING, THE 
WAND, YAMAHA

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
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sound & speakers

Every audiophile’s dream... a no 
compromise speaker driven by 
best-in-class amplifiers that are truly 
deserving of the name “high end”.
All the team @ Rapallo trial all our 
products before they are sold through 
Rapallo. So we know what they sound 
like, how they work and most importantly, 
can advise you on your options based on 
your specific requirements or 
specifications.

BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
AUDIOENGINE, AUDIO PHYSIC, AUDIO 

SOLUTIONS, AUDIO PRO, AUDIO VECTOR, 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CLARK SYNTHESIS, 

DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, EARTHQUAKE, 
ELAC, FYNE AUDIO, GOLD NOTE, 
GOLDENEAR, HECO, JAMO, KEF, 
KLH AUDUIO, KLIPSCH, MAGNAT, 

MAGNEPAN, MARTINLOGAN, 
PARADIGM, PERREAUX, POLK AUDIO, 
Q ACOUSTICS, QUADRAL, REGA, RIVA 

AUDIO, RUSSOUND, SONANCE, 
SOUNDCAST, SPEAKERCRAFT, SVS, 

TECHNICS, VELODYNE, YAMAHA

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Perlisten Audio, award winning speakers.
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home theatre

Bring amazing Hollywood epics into 
your home. Matched with the 
incredible imagery of the  Native 4K 
and UHD projectors, you won’t just be 
watching the movie but will feel a part 
of the action.

Home theatre can be a dedicated room, or 
integrated into your existing lounge or living 
room. With the option to use speakers that 
are either in-wall, free-standing or ceiling 
mounted means there is an option that will 
work with your room, no matter the size or 
the layout. 

A truly amazing experience!

HOME THEATRE BRANDS @ RAPALLO: 
ARCAM, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, COMTEVISION, 

DENON, DARBEE, ELAC, EPSON, FOCAL, 
GRANDVIEW, INDIGO, INTEGRA, JAMO, JVC, 

KLIPSCH, LUMAGEN, MAGNAT, MARANTZ, 
OPTOMA, OPPO, PANASONIC, PHILIPS, 

PIONEER, POLK AUDIO, QUADRAL, Q 
ACOUSTICS, RAPALLO, SAMSUNG, 

STRONGMOUNT, SCREEN INNOVATIONS, 
SONY, SVS, VIEWSONIC, VOGELS, YAMAHA

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Enjoy movies & sport in true 4k with an 
integrated sound platform.
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digital audio players

Highly portable music players that you 
can take anywhere. A reference high 
definition HiFi system in your pocket.
Choose from our huge range of digital 
audio players, rated some of the best in 
the world by reviewers. Unlike old-school 
MP3 players, Apple’s iPod touch, or the 
typical smartphone, high-res DAPs are 
designed with high-end audio circuitry, 
high-powered digital-to-analog converters 
(DACs), and amplifiers that can drive a 
wide range of audiophile-class 
headphones. Their exclusive purpose is to 
play music, and while they can play just 
about any type of music file, they’re really 
designed for the formats and codecs that 
deliver better-than-CD quality.

PROJECTION SCREEN  
BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  

AUNE, CAYIN AUDIO, COWON, FIIO, 
IBASSO AUDIO, LOTOO, SHANLING 

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

The iBasso DX220.
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outdoor sound & vision spaces 

Sounds + Outdoor = Soundscape

Making every outdoor event amazing, 
with high quality audio or visial products 
that bring the indoors sound, outside.

Rapallo’s range of outdoor speakers & 
outdoor screens / projectors match 
perfectly with your outdoor living space 
We can implement a sound plan that 
works with your landscaping, which is so 
well hidden it is actually part of your 
landscape design. 

OUTDOOR SPEAKER BRANDS  
@ RAPALLO: 

ALTEC, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CLARK 
SYNTHESIS, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, 

HECO, KEF, KLH AUDIO, KLIPSCH,  
LABORATORIO AUDIO, MAGNAT, PARADIGM, 

POLK AUDIO, PROFICIENT, Q ACOUSTICS,  
RUSSOUND, SONANCE, SOUNDCAST, 

SPEAKERCRAFT, YAMAHA

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Create amazing outdoor spaces 
including sound or vision. 
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projection screens

Crystal clear images as clean as Lake 
Wakatipu that make you feel so 
immersed, you feel like your right there.
Choose from our huge range of screens 
or create a custom made projector screen 
that is bespoke for your lounge, deck or 
home cinema room. We have solutions for 
every application and size. 
Our screen options include: Manual / 
Portable Screens, Motorised Screens, 
Motorised Tab-Tension Screens, Motorised 
In-Ceiling Screens, Acoustic Transparent 
Screens and Fixed Frame Screens.

We even stock projection screens 
specifically designed for outdoor areas, 
which will compliment your spa, pool or 
indoor / outdoor entertaining areas.

PROJECTION SCREEN  
BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  

COMTEVISION. GRANDVIEW, INDIGO, 
SCREEN INNOVATIONS

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Enjoy a screen customised to 
your space from 80” to 300”.
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portable audio
Why only have amazing audio at home 
or at the office. Our range of Digital 
audio players and headphones let you 
take every concert with you, anywhere!
With great brands and a breath of 
options, we can tailor a sound solution 
you can take with you. Our range includes 
headphones, in-ears, portable DAC, 
portable headphone amplifiers, digital 
audio player and much more. All our 
products are world leading brands, some 
with multiple industry awards.

Come in and try some!

BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
AKG, AUDIO TECHNICA, AUDIOENGINE, 

AUDIOFLY, AUDIOQUEST, AUNE, AVANTREE, 
BEYERDYNAMIC, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, 
CAYIN AUDIO, CHORD ELECTRONICS, 

COWON, FIIO, FIRESTONE AUDIO, FOCAL, 
IBASSO AUDIO, KLH AUDIO, KLIPSCH, 

LOTOO, MAC AUDIO, MARSHALL, MEZE 
AUDIO, RIVA AUDIO, SENDY AUDIO, 

SHANLING, SHURE, SIVGA, SOUNDCAST, 
TECHNICS, TOPPING, YAMAHA

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Great portable sound on the run,  
at the gym, or in the comfort of your home.
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soundbars

Simplicity sometimes is key in some 
situations, es.p with minimalist design.
Our range of soundbars help eliminate 
multiple speakers and cabling but still 
give you engaging addictive movie 
sounds and effects.
Rapallo offers a wide range of excellent 
soundbars for improved sound while 
watching television. Built-in television 
speakers are often of inferior quality,  
so a very easy way to improve the  
sound coming from your TV is to add  
a soundbar. 

SOUNDBAR BRANDS @ RAPALLO: 
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, DEFINITIVE 

TECHNOLOGY, ELAC, GOLDENEAR, 
KLIPSCH, MAC AUDIO, MAGNAT, 

PARADIGM, PIONEER, POLK AUDIO, Q 
ACOUSTICS, YAMAHA

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
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in-ceiling & in-wall speakers

No longer do you require big boxy 
speakers around the house. Our brands  
make in-ceiling or in-wall speakers that 
compete with some of the best box 
speakers in the world.

The best thing about them is they are 
nearly invisible, a higly desired option in 
today’s new homes.

Achieve high-fidelity performance from an 
in-ceiling or in-wall speaker with an 
invisible profile. Transcend the limitations 
of ordinary and deliver a musical 
experience throughout your home, office 
or commercial space in a subtle yet  
powerful way.     

BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
APART, AUDIO PHYSIC, AUDIOVECTOR, 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CLARK SYNTHESIS, 
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, ELAC, FYNE 

AUDIO, GOLDENEAR, HECO, JAMO, KEF, 
KLH AUDIO, KLIPSCH, MAGNAT, 

MAGNEPAN, MARTINLOGAN, PARADIGM, 
POLK AUDIO, Q ACOUSTICS, QUADRAL, 

SONANCE, SPEAKERCRAFT, SVS, 
SYSTEMLINE, TDG, YAMAHA 

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

When combined with multi-room sound 
the possibilities are endless for both 
home and commercial sound spaces.
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multi-room sound

Gone are the days of expensive 
systems in different rooms. Our app 
based multi-room systems let the 
music follow you throughout your 
home or business.
Rapallo’s range of multi-room systems 
range from installed systems that are 
permanent and hidden, to portable on the 
go units that can be moved throughout 
your home or office space.

MULTI-ROOM BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
ARCO, AUDIO PRO, AUTONOMIC, AXIUM, 

DENON, HEOS, KLIPSCH, MARANTZ, 
MUSICCAST, RIVA AUDIO, RUSSOUND, 
SYSTEMLINE, TECHNOLINK, YAMAHA 

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

With both portable and installed 
options, you can have sound in one 
room, or all rooms of the house.
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turntables & cartridges

Turntables and cartridges are back, the vinyl is 
spinning again across New Zealand.
Whether you’re buying your first turntable having just 
discovered the joys of vinyl, replacing a dusty old 
turntable or looking to upgrade your existing record 
player, we can help point you in the right direction.
We’ve rounded up a list of brands we feel are some of 
the best record players around, whatever your 
budget, including, of course, some of the latest What 
Hi-Fi? Award winners. 
Our line-up features a choice of affordable turntables 
at the budget end of the market, plus a selection of 
premium record players if you’re looking to get 
serious about your system’s sound quality. You can 

even get a wireless Bluetooth turntable should you 
want to stream your vinyl selections, or a USB 
turntable if you’d like to digitise your vinyl collection.
Most of the decks we have are pretty much plug-and-
play, and come with the tonearm and cartridge 
attached. You might need to balance the tonearm 
and set the tracking weight, but this is pretty simple 
– just follow the supplied instructions or ask us for 
some help. In case there’s no cartridge as standard,  
it could be worth talking to our team for guideance.
Whether you’re looking for a budget record player,  
a premium high-end turntable or one in between,  
we can help you on the journey.

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

TURNTABLE  BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
AUDIO TECHNICAL, BLUE AURA, CLEARAUDIO, 
DENON, EDWARDS AUDIO, ELAC, GOLD NOTE, 

GOLDRING, HANA CARTRIDGES, 
LEHMANNAUDIO, LUXMAN, MAC AUDIO, 

MAGNAT, MARANTZ, ORTOFON, PRO-JECT, 
REGA, TECHNICS, THE WAND, YAMAHA
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subwoofers
No movie quite sounds the same 
without a subwoofer. Having a 
subwoofer fills in the gap of bass 
where your speakers drop off.
Oh and did we mention the bass is 
phenomenal!
Quality subwoofers improve the 
performance of any home theatre or HiFi 
stereo set-up to make you feel like you are 
right there, in amongst the movie or at the 
performance.

SUBWOOFER BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
AUDIO PHYSIC, AUDIO PRO, AUDIOENGINE, 

AUDIOVECTOR, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, 
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, DENON, 
EARTHQUAKE, ELAC, FYNE AUDIO, 

GOLDENEAR, HECO, JAMO, KEF, KLH 
AUDIO, KLIPSCH, MAGNAT, MAGNEPAN, 

MARTINLOGAN, PARADIGM, POLK AUDIO, Q 
ACOUSTICS, QUADRAL, REL ACOUSTICS, 

SONANCE, SVS, YAMAHA

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

The bass is the link between 
harmony and rhythm.
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acoustic panelling

No speaker or room in the world is 
perfect. Every room will always have 
reflection points, variations and some  
other issues with acoustics.
Our range of acoustic panel systems  
can be non-intrusive and are able to  
match your current home, office or 
business decor.

ACOUSTIC PANEL BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
PRIMACOUSTICS,  

ISACOUSTICS, VICOUSTIC

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

A great looking room that may be ‘functional for 
people’, may in fact introduce horrendous 

results when it comes to acoustics.
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Most homes have more than one TV  
or display, so connecting them up  
to one source has never been simpler.
Our video matrices and data transfer 
systems make life easier while the sound 
and vision flow from room to room.
BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
AV PRO, BLUSTREAM, CYP, GEFEN, 
LENKENG, PIXELGEN, RAPALLO, RESI-LINX

video & audio distribution
AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Enjoy sounds with flexible powered 
speakers that can be placed anywhwre 
in your home and controlled via an app 

or amplifier. Streaming music has 
never been so easy.
BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  

AUDIO PRO, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, DENON, 
DEVIALET, ELAC, GENEVA, HECO, IFI AUDIO, 

KEF, KLIPSCH, MAC AUDIO, MAGNAT, Q 
ACOUSTICS, SVS, TECHNICS, YAMAHA

powered wireless speakers
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cables & accessories
Whether audio or visual, we stock nearly 
every device you will need to connect, 
modify or simplify your system.

Every data cable should transfer a signal 
between two items of equipment with zero 
loss and distortion. Maximising real world 
cable performance requires an 
understanding of the signal transmission 
process and the engineering tools 
available, to ensure that the signal arrives in 
the best possible condition.

Our extensive range of cables, speaker 
brackets, power protectors, TV lifts, 
projector mounts and accesories are 
designed to work with any AV or HiFi 
project you might have on the go at home, 
at work or in the basement.

BRANDS @ RAPALLO:
AC INFINITY, ARGENTO AUDIO, AUDIENCE, 

AUDIOQUEST, AV PRO, GIGAWATT, ISOTEK, 
KORDZ, NAKED CABLE, NEXUS, QED, 

RAPALLO, SOLIDSTEEL, TECHLINK, VOGEL, 
WIREWORLD

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Not only are the components you choose 
important. The accessories and cabling can 
make or break a custom install or HiFi setup.

Solidsteel racks & speaker 
mounts, made in Italy.

AC Infinity automated rack 
cooling systems
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tv & projector lifts
AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTIONS | PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Reliable, ultra quiet TV lifts and other 
motorized solutions that are ideal for 
industry professionals. 
The AV industry is drastically changing; 
and how we incorporate hidden 
technology into a home is becoming part 
of the design process. 

“Architects ask us what we can do to fix 
their problems and the lifts helps us hide 
TVs or invisible speakers that are built 
inside the walls. All of these open up a 
room, so there’s no technology visible, and 
just more of a luxury feel for the designer 
to work with.”

Whether you want to raise a TV out of a 
piano, drop a motorized strobe light into a 
nightclub or use a biometric fingerprint 
scanner to create the perfect “James 
Bond” hidden safe in an executive office, 
the versatility of lift systems are 
unparalleled. 

BRANDS @ RAPALLO:  
BRATECK, CHIEF, INDIGO, 

NEXUS 21, PURE THEATRE, 
SANUS, VOGELS 
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SOME INSIGHTS AND TIPS FOR AV & HIFI INSTALLATIONS

audiovisual plans
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A good subwoofer can 
make all the difference...

Your life will never be the same after 
you experience true home theatre for 
the very first time. 

Experience the rich visual imagery that 
makes you feel like you are right there. 
The basic system is matched with 5 
speakers and a subwoofer (5.1) to allow 
you to not only hear, but also feel the 
action as it rumbles off the screen.

A typical 5.1 home theatre experience is 
installed using the following audio / visual 
components:
•  front left & right speakers
•  front centre speaker
•  subwoofer
•  projector screen (or tv)
•  projector (or tv)
•  rear left & right surrounds

Items to consider for your install:
1.  AV receiver placement
2. projector lumen’s / throw distance
3. seating position
4. doors or windows
5. floor standing or inwall speakers

home theatre 5.1 plan
AUDIO VISUAL PLANS | TYPICAL LAYOUTS & PLANS
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Acoustic panels will transform your

A step up to the 7.1 home theatre 
system adds more reality to your home 
theatre experience. 

By adding two extra rear speakers, this 
7.1 system it will create a richer surround 
sound experience to your lounge or 
media / home theatre room. 

A typical 7.1 home theatre experience is 
installed using the following audio / visual 
components:
• front left & right speakers
• front centre speaker
• subwoofer
• projector screen (or tv)
• projector (or tv)
• left & right surrounds
• rear surround left & right speakers

Some more items to consider for  
your install:
1. length of the speaker cable runs
2. broadband access & streaming
3. power & cable access
4. curtains & wall coverings

home theatre 7.1 plan
AUDIO VISUAL PLANS | TYPICAL LAYOUTS & PLANS
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If you are a gamer, then consider a 
projector that works with your console or 
PC and has the right refresh rate.

Atmos... it is what creates the tingle 
down your back when watching a 
Dolby Atmos enabled movie. 

It brings a new dimension and adds a 
surreal reality to the movie experience. 
With sounds originating from around the 
room, you will feel the action as it 
happens all round you! 

A typical 7.1.4 home theatre experience is 
installed using the following audio / visual 
components:
• front left & right speakers
• front centre speaker
• subwoofer
• projector screen (or tv)
• projector (or tv)
• left & right surrounds
• rear surround left & right speakers
• 4 x dolby atmos speakers

Some more items to consider for  
your install:
1. cooling of the AV gear
2. subwoofer placement
3. neighbours and sound
4. roof access
5. in-ceiling or reflective speakers  
 for atmos

home theatre 7.1.4 plan
AUDIO VISUAL PLANS | TYPICAL LAYOUTS & PLANS
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Think of the speaker placement, what it 
needs to do and if aesthetically it needs 
to blend in.

multi-room audio 
home / business

AUDIO VISUAL PLANS | TYPICAL LAYOUTS & PLANS

Everyone wants to listen to their 
favourite tune in their own space on 
their own time. With the addition of a 
multi-room audio system in your home 
or business, this becomes a 
possibility. 

Send music to individual rooms or join 
them all and have the same music 
throughout the spaces. With an easy to 
use app linked to popular streaming 
services like TIDAL, Spotify and iHeart 
Radio and other platforms, it gives you a 
massive library of music at your finger 
tips, all day every day.

A typical multi-room home audio 
experience is installed using the following 
audio / visual components:
•  1 / 2 / 4 speakers per room or space 

(depending on size)
•  AV Receivers with multiple channels

Items to consider for your multi-room 
sound install:
• the placement of the AV receiver
• length of the speaker cable runs
• broadband access
• ventilation of AV gear
• sound zones & control
• wet area speakers
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Public spaces and commercial 
tenancies require a well thought out 
sound plan to allow for different 
surfaces, acoustics and the 
requirements of either the patrons or 
the workers. 

Having the ability to change the sound or 
move the seating to allow for games / 
visual content needs to be well designed.  
Great sound or visual content creates 
great memories. Creating an integrated 
platform in your commercial building or 
business will enhance the mood and 
make for a more enjoyable visit.

A typical light commercial experience is 
installed using the following audio 
components:
• multi-space speakers
• screen / Sound / Projector
• back of shop sound
• outside soundscape
•  AV Receivers with multiple channels

Things to consider for your install:
• the placement of the AV receiver
• length of the speaker cable runs
• broadband access
• music / vision space requirements
• sound space / channel control

multi-room audio / visual  
light commercial, pubs & bars

AUDIO VISUAL PLANS | TYPICAL LAYOUTS & PLANS

Commercial spaces need a solid platform 
for the audio and sound.
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Bring an immersive experience to your 
life easily without changing your current 
room designs. Perfectly suited to home 
cinema use. The projector can be 
situated up close to a screen, allowing 
viewers to enjoy the realistic sensation of 
4K images at a closer distance  without 
producing shading off the image. 
SONY SHORT THROW PROJECTORS

boardroom & meeting rooms
commercial spaces

AUDIO VISUAL PLANS | TYPICAL LAYOUTS & PLANS

A well designed and well integrated 
boardroom or meeting room is vital to 
ensure the spaces are function and 
flexible. 

These spaces are used with a high 
frequency each day by staff or customers, 
so functionality is a prime consideration. 
The ability to switch easily between 
sources and provide clear communication 
through a meeting means quicker 
meetings... and less IT hassles.

A typical boardroom or meeting would 
have the following audio / visual 
components:
•  projector or TV (on-wall)
• integrated conferencing software
• sound integration &  AV receiver
• smart walls / smart whiteboards
• accessible HDMI inputs
• management interface

Key things to to consider for your meeting 
or boardroom:
• technology requirements of the users
• seating and table technology access
• video conferencing platform
• room management & booking
• av placement and setup 
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www.rapalloav.co.nz
ph: 09 274 4515

sales@rapalloav.co.nz

Auckland Showroom: 11A Allens Road, East Tamaki
Mon-Thurs: 9am-5pm / Fri: 9am-4pm

Saturday: By appointment only, please call*
Sunday: Closed

We have plenty of offstreet parking

Prices or products shown are valid at time of print or while stocks last.  
Rapallo reserve the right to correct any misprints.

*Please check Saturday opening hours as they do vary.
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